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Chapter 1. Introduction

NVIDIA® GPUDirect® Storage (GDS) is the newest addition to the GPUDirect family. GDS enables a direct data path for direct memory access (DMA) transfers between GPU memory and storage, which avoids a bounce buffer through the CPU. This direct path increases system bandwidth and decreases the latency and utilization load on the CPU.

The purpose of this guide is to help the user evaluate and test GDS functionality and performance by using sample applications. These applications can be run after you set up and install GDS and before you run the custom applications that have been modified to take advantage of GDS.

Refer to the following guides for more information about GDS:

- GPUDirect Storage Design Guide
- GPUDirect Storage Overview Guide
- cuFile API Reference Guide
- GPUDirect Storage Release Notes
- GPUDirect Storage Best Practices Guide
- GPUDirect Storage Installation and Troubleshooting Guide
- GPUDirect Storage Benchmarking and Configuration Guide Guide
- GPUDirect Storage O_DIRECT Requirements Guide

To learn more about GDS, refer to the following posts:

- GPUDirect Storage: A Direct Path Between Storage and GPU Memory.
- The Magnum IO series.
Chapter 2. If you are a system administrator or a performance engineer

GDS is supported on systems which have a NIC/NVMe and GPU.

- The GPUDirect Storage Design Guide goes into the details of system architecture that will give the best performance.
- The Support matrix lists supported file systems.
- File system settings and performance tuning are covered in the Installation and Troubleshooting Guide.
- Application setup and performance benchmarking are covered in the GPUDirect Storage Benchmarking and Configuration Guide Guide.
Chapter 3. If you are a developer

Prior to starting application development with cuFile, it is highly recommended to go through the following information:

- **cuFile API Reference Guide**
- **GPUDirect Storage Best Practices Guide**
- Use of compatibility for development.

In order to develop applications, you do not need to complete all the installation steps to enable GDS. You can use existing CUDA toolkit installation from version 11.4 onward on any system that contains a data center class GPU. To enable compatibility mode, refer to **GDS and Compatibility Mode**.

- How to build a GDS-enabled container:
  - In order to use GDS in a container, nvidia-fs must be installed on the host system. For example on Ubuntu:
    ```bash
    $ sudo apt-get install nvidia-gds-12-1
    ```
  - CUDA devel containers from NGC have all the necessary userspace libraries for GDS application development. The CUDA 12.1 devel container for Ubuntu 20.04 can be pulled with the following command:
    ```bash
    $ sudo docker pull nvcr.io/nvidia/cuda:12.1.1-devel-ubuntu20.04
    ```
  - The container should be started with the following docker run flags:
    ```bash
    --ipc host
    --volume /run/udev:/run/udev:ro
    --volume /sys/kernel/config:/sys/kernel/config:ro
    --volume /dev:/dev:ro
    --volume /lib/modules/$(uname -r)/:/lib/modules/$(uname -r):ro
    --privileged
    ```
- Applications and their IO characteristics.

  In order to get best performance, two important parameters to consider are:
  - Size of IO. For IO operations smaller than 64KB, cuFile synchronous APIs do not provide any performance benefits. It is strongly recommended to use Batch APIs instead.
  - Whether IO is aligned or not.
If you are a developer

- IO patterns and sample code for each
- Samples and application benchmarks
- Python/C++ interface
Chapter 4. If you are OEM, ODM, CSP

The GPUDirect Storage Design Guide describes how to design servers to take advantage of GPUDirect Storage.
Chapter 5. Troubleshooting GDS issues

The GPUDirect Storage Installation and Troubleshooting Guide has separate sections for basic and advanced troubleshooting.

The Cheat Sheet for Diagnosing Problems covers commonly seen problems and how to solve them.
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